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School Teacher
Mark Monroe and his wife Kay were teachers in a nice town in Utah. The work was the same
thing every year. He taught tenth grade, she did third grade. Mark had a connection with the Solomonde
clan. One of the Stavrosian families in Utah. Mark served as a believer, watcher, and recorder for the
families. Kay was conducting the Stavrosian Art Show. The works were done by the families they
watched over. The people that attended the showing were Believers and known families. Although the
attendees were a small group, it was intentional. The art shows are not open to the public, for obvious
reasons.
Mark helped the Stavrosian Library by sending in photos with letters about the families he kept
in touch with. In 2018 Mark was given an award for his work. A small ceremony was held at Lake Powell
for the 2018 First Life. He was recognized with his wife for their contribution to the library.
Kay started a project of teaching her third graders slowly about the possibility of alien life. That it
could be here on Earth. She runs it as a discussion group. Her goal is to bring the idea to the foreground.
Without fear of the unknown. Mark brings it back up again in the tenth grade as another discussion
group. They both treat the subject with great care.
Someday the discussion won't be about the threat of Aliens, instead, it will be on how best to get
along with people that are different from the rest of mankind. Just not yet, the men of Earth are still too
immature to deal with their own differences. It's too early in man's history to give them the truth about
other worlds and other people.
Georgia Wheaton will visit Mark and Kay in 2022 at their First Life to once again thank them and
recognize the good work they are doing. Kay has put a new spin on the subject by comparing Aliens on
Earth with the problems we have with each other. Georgia said at a conference in 2020, "How can we
expect the people of Earth to accept us when they still cannot accept each other." Her words ring out
every day as we watch the nightly news. Man prays on man, it's not just something that happens, it's a
way of life among mankind.
We hope man will evolve to a point of understanding and kindness that will allow them to join
the galactic community. The Stavrosian people will be watching man's progress or his downfall. Time will
tell.
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